The purpose of this paper is to show genera containing more than one1 class of properly primitive indefinite forms. The method is that which C. L. Siegel used in a specific example communicated to the first of the authors by letter and which is here generalized to include many forms. By employing this method in Lemma 3 of this paper, many genera are explicitly shown containing at least two classes. Lemma 1. Let ft' = ft2, A' = -A2¡, and ft" and A" both be odd powers of 2. Let the quadratic characters with respect to ft and the characters with respect to 4 and 8, when they exist, have the value one. Let p and q be distinct primes and prime to twice the determinant withp^l (mod 4) and q-± 1 (mod 8). Then properly primitive indefinite forms f and F exist for which a = 1 or p2 and b = -ft#2. Moreover aA + q2s2 = flA, where ii^4 = ôc -r2.
We seek integers 4 and s for which (1) is true and then integers c and r for which QA=bc -r2. If a = \, then for S5¿0, A is given by the first equation in (1). In order for (1) to have a solution in A and 5 when a = p2, it is necessary and sufficient for s2 = £lAqi (mod p2) to have a solution where q2qi = 1 (mod p2). But /ÎÎAçA /Í2A\ /-QÍA1ífl"A"\ since ß"A" is an even power of 2 and p = \ (mod 4). Hence s2 = ßAgi (mod p2) has a solution for s. Then the integral value of A is given by the first equation of (1). In order for ÜA =bc -r2 to have a solution in c and r it is necessary and sufficient for r'2= -AQ2 (mod q2) where r = ßr', flß2 = l( mod ç2). From (1), üA=aA (mod q2) so that
(-r) ■{-)'{-)<-Hi)-1 since ö = l or £2, A" is an odd power of 2, and q= ± 1 (mod 8). Then c is an integer and its value is given by c = -(A -\-Q,r'2)/q2. Moreover (a, b) = (a, -Qg2) = 1 so that / is primitive. Since a is odd, / is properly primitive. Also/ is indefinite since d = Q2A= -n2A?A"<0 and a = p2>0. We must show that Q is the g.c.d. of the cofactors of the elements of d. By the expressions for the cofactors of c, r, s, and / it is obvious that C, R, S, and T are integers. A is an integer and its value is given by the first equation in (1). In order to show that B is an integer, we suppose that B is rational and not an integer. Since ac -s2 is an integer it follows that the denominator of B divides ft since QB=ac-s2. From ¿ftB-ar2 = ft2A it follows that b'B=ar'2+A. But ar'2+A is an integer. Hence the denominator of B must divide b'. But (V, ft) = 1. Hence B is an integer. It follows that ft is the greatest common divisor when we show that F is properly primitive. A common divisor a of the coefficients of F must divide C= -p2q2. From the expression for the determinant of F it follows that a \ ftA2. But (p2q2, ftA2) = 1. Hence a = 1. Finally C is odd.
Lemma 2. The relation between the integers represented by f=ax2 +by2+cz2+2ryz + 2sxzof Lemma 1 where a = l or p2, b= -ftg2, r= ftr', p and q are distinct odd primes, neither of which divides ftA, and the integers represented by
is given by g = abf. The variables u and v are given by (3) u = ax + sz, v = by + rz, and z = z.
abf=g may be obtained directly by first multiplying/by a and then the resulting equation, when simplified, by ab. Dividing the previous equation by a and substituting the expression abc -bs2 -ar2 for d, we obtain (2). Next we observe that for every integer represented by /, the corresponding value of g is an integer and a multiple of ab. For a given set of integral values u, v, and z for which g is a multiple of ab, and w = 0 (mod ft), we must show that x and y may be taken to be integers. g/ft = 0 (mod q2) implies from J? 2 2 2 2 2 (4)
(5) aüvi = -ÜAz (mod q ).
From ft2A = o*=ftff2s2-a(ftcg2+r2),
-í22Az2 m aü2r'2z2 (mod q2) lor r = ftr'. Since (oft, q) = 1 we have from (5) and (6) (7) »i = ± r'z (mod q2).
Hence by choosing the plus sign in (7) it is seen by (3) that y [August = (v -rz)/b = (Qt»i -Qr'z)/-Qq*=-(vi -r'z)/q2 is an integer. If a = p2, then g=0 (mod p2) implies by (2) that bu2=-dz2 (mod p2). But d = abc-ar2 -bs2. Hence -d=bs2 (mod p2) so that bu2=bs2z2 (mod p2). Since (b, p) = l, then m= + sz (mod p2) and by (3) x = (u-sz)/p* is an integer when the plus sign is chosen in the previous congruence. Moreover it follows by (2) and the expression for d that/is an integer when z is given and u = aki+sz, vi = q2k2-\-r'z, and ki, k2 have arbitrary integral values. From (9) (10) (qu)2 -«(a1'2»!)2 = per where
NowpmffmqryoV'm±3 (mod 8) and hence (ß| |ö| ) = (2| \d\) = -1 where 6-p or <r. Hence there is a prime pe dividing 6 to an odd power which is =+3 (mod 8). When p = \ (mod 8), p?*p<,= ±3 (mod 8).
When p=5 (mod 8), then pu±p since z?èO (mod p); pe^q since ? = 1 or -1 (mod 8). Then (ß|/>() = (2|/>») = -1 and (10) implies gw = aI/2z>i = 0 (mod ^«). Hence u=Vi^0 (mod ^>«) and ^9 is therefore prime to z. If pe divided both p and <r it would divide qya1'2 and ßAz which we have just shown is impossible. Hence p> occurs to an even power in the left side of (10) and to an odd power on the right which is impossible.
Theorem. // ft' is an odd square, A' is a negative odd square, ft" and A" are each odd powers of 2, ft"A" -64, each of the quadratic characters with respect to ft and the characters with respect to 4 and 8 have the value one, then there exist genera of properly primitive indefinite forms containing at least two classes. 
